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Introduction from Chair 
Congratulations on your appointment as Minister for Tertiary Education and Skills.  

We look forward to working with you over the coming parliamentary term. We welcome the opportunity to 

meet with you at your earliest convenience to discuss the matters outlined in this briefing, and any other 

matters you wish to raise.  

This briefing provides information on what has been done since Te Pūkenga was established in April 2020, 

what is in progress, and what is currently scheduled in 2024 for Te Pūkenga. This includes the challenges we 

face and the plans we have put in place to mitigate these challenges and to support transitioning to a new 

national entity. 

We understand the vital role we play supporting the Government’s broader productivity, and economic and 

regional development goals. We do this by providing quality education and training to 270,000 ākonga 

(learners), to help them develop the skills they need to gain meaningful employment that supports over 

35,000 employers grow their businesses and contribute to the New Zealand economy.  

As we enter a fiscally challenging environment, it is crucial that New Zealand has the vocational and higher 

education infrastructure to support the Government’s economic growth agenda. We are seeing learners and 

employers demanding improved services and improved value for money. As you will see in our Financial 

Strategy, Financial Plan and Transformation Roadmap, the next 12-18 months are focused on improving 

educational delivery and training while using our scale to create efficiencies across our operations.  

We have come a long way      

Te Pūkenga was established on 1 April 2020 as part of the Reform of Vocational Education, bringing together 

Institutes of Technology and Polytechnics (ITPs) and Industry Training Organisations (ITOs). The transition to 

a single, integrated institution delivering or supporting work-based, face-to-face, and online vocational 

education, was and is complex.  

Collectively, the ITPs were not in good shape, with their viability significantly exacerbated by the Covid-19 

pandemic. While the ITOs were financially sound, their service delivery models and support for both learners 

and employers needed significant enhancement. 

As with other parts of the economy, Covid-19 had significant impacts as we began our establishment. The 

extended periods of lockdown in Auckland, the reduction in enrolments as learners left study to support 

their families, large reductions in international learners across the tertiary education system, and the 

impacts of difficult operating circumstances exacerbated declining enrolments and revenue.  

That said, we also saw a remarkable willingness of staff across the network to take on extra roles and 

responsibilities and to be flexible in their approaches to teaching and support for our learners. This included 

moving the delivery of programmes online in a very short period of time. Some of these changes have meant 

we are well positioned for changing learner needs and demand for more online and flexible delivery. 

Acceleration of our work programme post Covid-19 

Much work has been done to support our network since mid-2022 when we recognised that we needed to 

accelerate our transition work programme post Covid-19.  With significant effort and engagement from our 

kaimahi (staff) and leaders, we have established the foundations for consistent and accessible nationally-led, 

regionally delivered, vocational education and training. This includes working towards systems and 

processes that support the former ITPs and ITOs to deliver on our Charter and statutory functions with a 

focus on outcomes for ākonga, employers and communities in our four Rohe (regions). 
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About us 
Established on 1 April 2020 as one of seven key changes from RoVE, Te Pūkenga united 16 former ITPs, eight 

ITOs, and part of another ITO. 

As a statutory Crown entity under the Education and Training Act 2020 and the Crown Entities Act 2004, we 

are monitored by the Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) and ultimately responsible to Parliament and the 

public.   

Te Pūkenga is governed by a Council comprising members appointed by you, with support from the TEC, and 

representatives from kaimahi, ākonga, and Māori advisory committees who are appointed by Council. The 

Council has four committees: Appointment and Remuneration, Finance and Capital Investment, Health, 

Safety and Wellbeing, and Risk and Audit. Te Poari Akoranga is our academic board which has sub-

committees. We have three statutory advisory committees: Learner, Māori and Staff. 

We operate a distributed leadership model with kaimahi working all across the country and a formally 

identified head office in Kirikiriroa | Hamilton for legal purposes.  

Key enabling functions including finance and property, people, culture and wellbeing, government relations, 

strategy, Council Secretariat and digital leadership have been consolidated and are operating as national 

functions. This enables us to operate a shared services model where many costs are carried by the centre 

rather than regions or business divisions which can instead focus on delivery for learners and employers.  

Largest vocational education provider in Aotearoa New Zealand  
We are primarily funded by government while also earning fee income from ākonga and employers. Our 

network spans across Aotearoa New Zealand with some 9,500 kaimahi (8,500 FTE) serving 270,000 ākonga 

(114,000 EFTS/STMs
1
) comprising approximately 48 percent of learners enrolled in the tertiary education 

sector. By comparison, in 2022, Auckland University had 6,116 FTE staff and 35,828 EFT students. 

Industry training (work-based learning) accounts for 42 percent of our learners, 28 percent of our revenue 

and 22 percent of our operating costs. Some 1,400 staff are directly engaged in the delivery of work-based 

learning in 35,000 employer businesses.  

Face-to-face and online delivery (delivered previously by polytechnics) accounts for 58 percent of our 

learners, 72 percent of our revenue and 78 percent of our costs. Just under 8,000 staff are directly engaged 

in face-to-face and online delivery. 

Last year, ākonga satisfaction rate was 89 percent; 70.4 percent of ākonga Māori completed their courses 

and 77.2 percent of all courses were completed.  

In considering the future of Te Pūkenga, it is essential to recognise the size, scale, and complexity of work-

based learning. Te Pūkenga is considerably larger and more diverse than a large polytechnic. This enables us 

to achieve economies of scale, whilst also being able to better respond to learner and employer needs. 

Thanks to our scale we have become an increasingly attractive business partner internationally and 

domestically. For example, we have signed a vocational education alliance with the Chinese Ministry of 

Education (CMoE) and 30 participating Chinese education organisations. Domestically we have been 

expanding our provision of education and training services to large national employers who prefer a single 

national agreement with a consistent cost structure and nationwide delivery. 

 
1
 EFTS – Equivalent Full-Time Student - 1.0 EFTS equates to a programme of study or training that is 120 credits (generally 1,200 notional learning 

hours delivered over 34 teaching weeks). Figures are as at December 2022. 
STM – Standard Training Measure - An STM is a unit of a quantity of training. One STM is the nominal amount of training that is required for a learner 
to achieve 120 credits in an approved and structured training programme. 
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Our approach has been to develop an organisation that can leverage its scale where it is meaningful while 

remaining locally responsive. Where we have identified scale benefits, we have moved to establish national 

approaches. Areas of scale benefits include: 

• digital platforms and services 

• enabling services in finance, property management, people, culture and wellbeing, legal services, 

internal audit, communications, procurement and insurance 

• industrial relations, productivity and driving performance 

• academic systems, qualification and programme development, moderation, and quality assurance 

• sharing of excellent teaching practice and fostering nationally consistent delivery 

• delivery at scale of initiatives that lift learner success and tackle deep-seated equity issues 

• reporting and engaging with the Minister, government agencies and national regulators like the TEC, 

NZQA, WDCs, and professional bodies 

• pricing frameworks 

• providing services and products to support large national employers  

• expanding international education opportunities such as the opening up of China to the delivery of 

sub-degree level vocational qualifications.   

Out of a total of 1,347 unique qualifications previously offered at separate institutions across the country, 

around 30 percent have been brought into new unified national programmes. Work is progressing to 

complete the unification of programmes to reduce duplication and costs and ensure learners receive the 

same high-quality education and training regardless of where they are based in the country.  

Focus on outcomes for ākonga and employers  
Our role is to provide excellent and quality education opportunities that support learners, employers and 

communities to gain the skills, knowledge and capabilities needed now and in the future. All our activity is 

guided by the mission statement: 

Ka whai huarahi whakahirahira te katoa o ngā ākonga me ngā pūkenga e tika ana, 

ngā tohu e tika ana, ka rapa te whai, ā, ka iti iho te noho nama | All learners into 

great mahi, with the right skills and qualifications, faster, and with less debt. 

Our statutory functions are set out in section 315 of the Education and Training Act 2020. They include the 

provision or arranging of education and training, being responsive to and empowering stakeholders, and 

improving the quality and consistency of vocational education and training in collaboration with Workforce 

Development Councils (WDCs). They also include improving tertiary system outcomes by connecting with 

schools and other organisations and improving outcomes for ākonga Māori and Māori communities in 

collaboration with iwi, hapū and others. 

We are also guided by our Charter, which is at Appendix A.  

Some of our focus areas 
Across Te Pūkenga we are actively exploring and adopting new ways of working. Key initiatives include: 

• Building relationships with employers: leveraging our scale to provide training and education 
services to large customers such as as the New Zealand Defence Force (NZDF), Air New Zealand, Te 
Whatu Ora, Metlifecare, Fulton Hogan, and Corrections.   

• Secondary/Tertiary programme, foundation, youth pathways: provision of Secondary-Tertiary 
Programme (Trades Academy) as the largest trade academy in New Zealand. There are 10,036 
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3 3,497 

4 2,146 

 

This year, we consulted and confirmed decisions on our organisation structure for close to 90 percent of the 

organisation. We are currently implementing the decisions of the change which is another significant step in 

securing the efficiencies that reflect the scale of a national organisation which is regionally responsive and 

focused on meeting the needs of local communities.  

As a consequence, 401 employees were formally advised that their roles have been disestablished and were 

given notice of the date their employment will end. A further 350 fixed term employment agreements will 

not be renewed at the end of their term, and some 50 vacancies will not be replaced.  

The new structure has 602 new roles, which we are actively recruiting for. There has been strong interest 

both internally and externally in the new roles, with a large number of quality applications, demonstrating 

commitment to, and indicating an endorsement of, Te Pūkenga.  

We have work underway to complete the transition from the old division structure to the new structure. 

Currently most of the new regional Ako Delivery teams become operational on 8 April 2024. Some work-

based learning divisions will transition into the new structure in May and June 2024.  

We have consolidated collective employment agreements with the two major sector unions – Tertiary 

Institutes Allied Staff Association (TIASA) and the Tertiary Education Union (TEU). Both agreements have 

some common terms and conditions and have carried forward the remuneration and benefits structure from 

each of the former polytechnics.  

However, there are significant differences in employment terms and conditions, remuneration, productivity 

and the nature of work for the ITPs and ITOs that formed Te Pūkenga. For example, some kaimahi with the 

same or very similar roles are employed for 34, or 37.5, or 40 hours per week and some have different 

teaching loads and provision for research. There are also a range of very different leave entitlements.  

We are currently experiencing significant remuneration pressure from, for example, recent pay equity 

settlements in health and nursing pay increases which impacts the remuneration of our nursing lecturers. 

This is compounded by the need to recruit additional staff to respond to nursing workforce shortages.  

We anticipate work in early 2024 on TEU and TIASA collective agreements to address the major differences 

in employment conditions across the network. This is a major opportunity to address productivity gains 

across the former polytechnic workforce and to achieve benefits from the integration of face-to-face, online 

and workplace learning teams and roles. This could help make small cohort remote delivery viable, realising 

economies from the alignment of learner support functions across all delivery modes.  

At the core of this is the ability to change the nature of front-line roles to reflect the centralisation of 

qualification and programme development and face-to-face and work-based delivery integration. Lifting the 

productivity of front-line delivery is a key part of our response to the UFS and our Financial Strategy.   

The TEU has initiated bargaining to extend coverage to include all allied staff across the network.   
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Key activities and decisions which remain locally and regionally focused include:  

• relationships with RSLGs, local authorities and community leaders, employers and industry, iwi and 

hapū 

• the choice of qualifications and the mix of provision that will be offered in each region / local area 

• relationships with schools, trades academies 

• scholarships 

• learner support  

• local events/sponsorships and marketing activity (within a national framework). 
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Products and programmes  
Having inherited over 2,500 programmes, Te Pūkenga is developing a portfolio of integrated programmes 

and delivery approaches that remove duplication and excessive competition for the enrolment of the same 

ākonga, whilst reducing cost and improving quality and consistency for better outcomes for learners.  

We are developing a coherent portfolio of programmes with clear and meaningful pathways across all levels 

of the New Zealand Qualifications Framework (NZQF). This is intended to support robust workforce pipelines 

across all sectors, and to achieve a sustainable network of ongoing delivery. In general, we are working to 

achieve a future state of one programme per qualification, and to support seamless transition for ākonga 

and employers across a range of contexts, regions and delivery modes. Achieving this will require 

transformation across the entire vocational education ecosystem, including the introduction of Skills 

Standards and National Programmes, and the implementation of unified funding reporting systems.  

Programme unification 
In 2022, Te Pūkenga unified 30 percent of all programmes. In 2023, a further 350 programmes are being 

replaced by 51 unified programmes including in Agribusiness Management, Animal and Veterinary 

Technology, Apiculture, Applied Science, Barbering, Business, Construction, Forestry, Hospitality and 

Tourism, Hairdressing, Massage and Real Estate. Programmes are being unified through one of two 

pathways:  

• Transition – all Business Divisions move to a ‘best of breed’ existing programme  

• Transformation – all Business Divisions move to a new, replacement programme. 

Programme unification has been prioritised to ensure maximum benefit realisation as early as possible, 

whilst balancing cost. This has led us to focus on the 200 programmes which contribute approximately 80 

percent of total delivery volume (49 percent are at NZQF Levels 1-6, and 50 percent at Level 7 or above).    

To support improved pathways for ākonga through industry qualifications at Levels 1-6 of the NZQF, Te 

Pūkenga is working closely with WDCs and RSLGs, to share data intelligence and insights. A key objective is 

managing pathways between Level 5-6 qualifications and Level 7 and above qualifications so that ākonga can 

readily progress from vocational to degree level study. 

Programmes at Level 7 or above will be predominantly unified through a transformation process. Each of our 

current Level 7 or above programmes has a corresponding qualification listed on the framework, resulting in 

a higher rate of duplication. We estimate that the number of programmes will reduce from 678 to 

approximately 160 over approximately five years, whilst maintaining the existing breadth (disciplines) and 

depth (levels) of provision.   

Programme unification will be fundamentally supported by our Learner Management System (LMS) 

consolidation down from 25 to a single LMS to enable quality and consistency of learning materials, 

flexibility for the learner, and better ability for staff to focus on learner support and success. The design, 

development and implementation work for a singular LMS will take place during 2024-2025.  

Enriched work-based learning  
Te Pūkenga is currently working to enrich work-based learning and the delivery of apprenticeships by:  

• achieving an integrated network delivery model where every learner is a potential candidate for 

work-based learning, and for many that will include an apprenticeship pathway  

• identifying and sharing best-practice across all work-based and campus-based delivery models for, 

and delivery of, apprenticeship training  
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• applying a greater focus on learner welfare and support for retention by enhancing and increasing 

the overall level of training advisor engagement, employer support, and pastoral care and support 

for ākonga within the apprenticeship framework 

• working with WDCs on the approval and delivery of new apprenticeships.  

Te Pūkenga is moving to a unified suite of apprenticeships through a two-stage approach:  

• Stage One (ongoing from 2023): retain temporarily multimodal delivery of apprenticeships and 
finalise reporting requirements  

• Stage Two:  transition historic provider-based apprenticeship models via programme unification. 

Benefits from unification and enriched work-based learning  
The benefits that we anticipate from the unification of programmes and enriched work-based learning are: 

• a suite of programmes focused on the future needs of ākonga, community and industry 

• increased responsiveness to the needs of industry and regions through alignment to WDC priorities 

and RSLG plans    

• greater retention and faster career progression for all apprentices 

• greater flexibility for ākonga, improving programme completion rates as ākonga can switch modes 

and delivery locations to suit their circumstances   

• increased options within study modes, providing greater access to ākonga and supporting more 

equitable enrolment opportunities for ākonga where traditional on campus study is not preferred   

• programmes with a high level of embedded Mātauranga Māori are significantly increased to equip 

all ākonga with the capability to work safely and successfully with Māori clients, whānau and 

businesses  

• single programmes reduce duplication within the programme lifecycle and significantly reduce the 

cost to serve across product development, and moderation and quality assurance activities  

• single programmes enable benefits to be secured from increased productivity and workforce 

flexibility in both delivery and learner support  

• additional flexibility to study in additional regions and modes results in revenue uplift following 

collaborative redevelopment 

• the cost to maintain a unified programme portfolio is reduced, which we expect will be reflected in 

NZQA and regulatory authority fees over time. 
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From transition to transformation 
Transformation Roadmap   
The complex transformation required for the merger of 25 different entities with very different business 

models and cultures was and remains a significant challenge. 

In Q3 of this year, we completed an initial Transformation Roadmap (attached at Appendix F). It sets out the 

key milestones necessary to shift Te Pūkenga to a steady state with the right mix of provision and modes of 

delivery that respond to the intent of the reforms, and with the right workforce, capability, capacity, and 

financial security needed to deliver.  

We are continually refining the Transformation Roadmap to align it with the Digital Transformation 

programme (refer below) and to reflect decisions from our recent restructure. A significant number of the 

necessary transformation programmes are underway. Others are being scoped and resourced. We have 

recently established the core of an Enterprise Project Management Office (EPMO) to oversee the delivery of 

the transformation programmes. 

Digital Transformation  
Our programme of digital transformation is integral to our success. This scale of change has not been 

undertaken before in the tertiary education system and is a significant opportunity to ensure robust and 

quality infrastructure that supports delivery of consistent and relevant vocational across the country. Our 

vision is for vocational education that is digitally engaging to a global standard, highly secure, and leverages 

innovative technologies for learning and teaching that learners today expect. 

The multi-year Digital Transformation programme (the programme) will help us meet our Charter 

obligations, establishing the key platforms to operate safely and successfully. Comprising two major streams 

of work (for enterprise corporate systems and to transform the ākonga experience), the programme will 

generate significant efficiencies and cost savings because of our national reach and the ability to pursue 

collective procurement agreements. 

The legacy of the different business entities made for a complex and inconsistent digital landscape  
Te Pūkenga inherited a digital landscape comprising 25 small to medium organisations. This included 25 

versions of payroll and financials, student management, customer relationship management, learning 

management and delivery, hundreds of academic tools, multiple audio visual and printing systems, and 

multiple digital and operating service processes.  

We inherited ageing networks and infrastructure, much of it beyond its useful life and a number of critical 

systems (including six student management systems) which were out of vendor support. We also inherited 

networks and systems with an alarmingly low level of cyber security protection and resilience. Significant 

investment is required to establish current enterprise grade operations and cyber security. 

The landscape is more manual than automated, dependant on physical resource, with hundreds of suppliers 

at different price points and service and maintenance arrangements. Most major systems and platforms 

have been highly customised and modified, and not always upgraded to meet current technology and 

industry standard security practises.  

The key elements of our programme have been built on the globally recognised higher education reference 

model and tested with TAFEs in Australia. For example, the programme is utilising globally recognised cyber 

security technology alongside a 24/7 detection and response service. Our national digital policy framework is 

now modern and secure with a national backup and recovery system in place. An enterprise grade server 

upgrade plan is also in development. 
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We have established a shared wireless network which once rolled out nationally, will be the single largest 

secure WiFi network in higher education in New Zealand, providing consistency and access to all our ākonga 

and kaimahi. In addition, our newly created Digital Policy supports and protects ākonga and kaimahi. We will 

soon launch programmes to upskill our kaimahi in cyber security awareness. 

We are also establishing standard pricing and buying power which reflects our size and scale as a single 

entity. This will bring the same value and service to all network locations – regardless of whether they are a 

metropolitan centre. Our approach to national contracts for security services will save  

We are better positioned for innovation and a modern vocational education system 
By utilising modern technologies and practices common for an entity of our size and scale, Te Pūkenga can 

now access global innovation not previously available to the small to medium individual entities which 

impacted the ākonga experience. We now have the opportunity, for example, to provide access at speed to 

national, regional, and local data instead of relying on integration across multiple systems for content and 

data informed decisions. This will provide ākonga with the services and support they need when they need 

it. Tools such as Artificial Intelligence will drive automation and access will be the norm not the exception.  

In Budget 2023, the Government approved a $220 million Crown Loan to support digital transformation. The 

loan agreement was signed on 12 October 2023. Drawdowns are linked to the completion of business cases 

for each tranche of work, and delivery milestones which will be agreed with the TEC. We expect to pay back 

the Crown Loan through asset sales and future operating surpluses.  
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Working with you 
You have responsibility for Te Pūkenga as a Crown entity under both the Education and Training Act 2020 

and the Crown Entities Act 2004. Your role as Minister includes appointing Te Pūkenga Council members, 

participating in setting the strategic direction and performance expectations, and monitoring and reviewing 

expectations. 

We will work with you to give effect to government policy and aspirations for vocational and higher 

education and training. We take a “no surprises” approach to working with you. Te Pūkenga Chair and Chief 

Executive met with the previous Minister fortnightly or monthly and we would like to continue this with you. 

We provide regular written updates to you through our fortnightly report including ākonga enrolments, our 

financial position, emerging issues and risks, highlights and opportunities. We also keep you informed of any 

significant matters in your tertiary education portfolio relating to Te Pūkenga, our kaimahi and our ākonga.  

Te Pūkenga also assists your office with OIA requests, written and oral parliamentary questions, official 

correspondence, and media requests where relevant to Te Pūkenga and required.  

Accountability arrangements 
As Minister, you are accountable for the performance of Te Pūkenga, presenting its annual report, SOI and 

SPE to Parliament.  

You are also accountable for our performance through Parliamentary debates and questions, and direct to 

the public through official correspondence and Official Information Act (OIA) 1982 requests. 

Two additional key documents that sit alongside our strategic accountability documents (such as the 

Statement of Intent - SOI, Statement of Performance Expectations - SPE, Mahere Haumi Investment Plan and 

Whiria Te Ako - the learning and teaching framework) are: 

• Te Pae Tawhiti: Te Tiriti o Waitangi Excellence Framework – to ensure Te Tiriti o Waitangi excellence 

is embedded into all policies, processes, systems and practices, consistent with the requirements of 

our Charter 

• Equity and Ākonga Success Strategy – a 10-year road map setting out how Te Pūkenga creates 

equitable access and participation for all ākonga and increases responsiveness of learning and 

support practices. 

Your expectations of Te Pūkenga 
Te Pūkenga operates in line with expectations set by you as Minister of Education. We welcome a new letter 

of expectation that reflects your priorities. The Tertiary Education Commission prepares the letter of 

expectation for Te Pūkenga with support from the Ministry of Education. 

Monitoring of Te Pūkenga 
TEC leads the monitoring of Te Pūkenga finances and performance on your behalf, ensuring your priorities 

and direction for the vocational and higher education sectors are given effect.  

Te Pūkenga provides quarterly reporting to you against our SPE on financial, strategic and operational 

progress over the quarter. 

2022 Audit findings 
Reflecting the scale of the new organisation, this year’s audit process involved significant complexity, with 17 

subsidiaries each requiring two separate audits to account for their activity prior to and after their 
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disestablishment date, year-end audit of Te Pūkenga Group (the parent of the subsidiaries), as well as 

challenges with the timeliness of third-party verification of revenue and revenue recognition.  

This also resulted in a qualified opinion from the Office of the Auditor General on the financial statements of 

Te Pūkenga in relation to the parent statement of cashflows which delayed the annual report beyond its 

intended release date of early May 2023. 

Te Pūkenga received an unmodified opinion on the Performance Information. 

Te Pūkenga received a qualified opinion on the financial statements of Te Pūkenga only in relation to the 

parent statement of cashflows. This limitation arose due to the complexity of the 16 ITPs, which were 

disestablished and amalgamated at non-standard year ends and were then required to include their results 

in the parent column of the statement of cashflows after they were disestablished. In all other material 

respects, the financial statements of Te Pūkenga and the Group presented fairly:  

• the financial position as at 31 December 2022 

• the financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended 

• comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand in accordance with Public 
Benefit Entity Reporting Standards. 

We have been embedding improved information systems and controls for the coming year to ensure a 

smooth and timely audit process. 
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Appendix A: Te Pūkenga Charter 
Te Pūkenga exists to perform the functions set out in section 315 of the Education and Training Act 2020. 

Te Pūkenga is to be responsive to the needs of all regions of New Zealand and their learners, industries, 

employers, and communities. 

To meet the needs of regions throughout New Zealand, Te Pūkenga must— 

• offer in each region a mix of education and training, including on-the-job, face-to-face, and distance 

delivery that is accessible to the learners of that region and meets the needs of its learners, 

industries, and communities; and 

• operate in a manner that ensures its regional representatives are empowered to make decisions 

about delivery and operations that are informed by local relationships and to make decisions that 

meet the needs of their communities; and 

• ensure that international learners are attracted to train and study in regions throughout New 

Zealand; and 

• ensure that there is collaboration across its national network; and 

• maintain a high-quality, coherent network of infrastructure that meets regional skills needs. 

Te Pūkenga must operate in a way that allows it to— 

• empower students and staff on academic, non-academic, and wellbeing matters and matters 

relating to the organisation’s practices and services; and 

• develop meaningful partnerships with— 

o Industry across the country, including Māori and Pacific employers, smaller employers, and 

those operating in niche sectors; and 

o communities at a local level, including hapū and iwi, and Pacific communities; and 

• use the insights gained through partnerships to— 

o develop and provide vocational education and training that meets short-term and long-term 

skills needs; and 

o expand industry training into smaller employers and niche sectors; and 

o align education and training delivery to support the unique social and economic goals of 

local communities; and 

o work towards equity for learners and staff of different genders, ethnicities, cultures, and 

abilities; and 

• reflect Māori-Crown partnerships in order to— 

o ensure that its governance, management, and operations give effect to Te Tiriti o Waitangi; 

and 

o recognise that Māori are key actors in regional social, environmental, and economic 

development; and 

o respond to the needs of and improve outcomes for Māori learners, whānau, hapū and iwi, 

and employers; and 

• hold inclusivity and equity as core principles, recognising and valuing the diversity of all of its 

learners, and providing the unique types of support different learners need to succeed; and 

• meet the needs of all of its learners, in particular those who are under-served by the education 

system, including (without limitation) Māori, Pacific, and disabled learners; and 

• promote equitable access to learning opportunities for learners across all regions; and 
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• have culturally responsive delivery approaches, whether on campus, in the workplace, online, or 

otherwise; and 

• work collaboratively with schools, wānanga, and other tertiary education organisations (including 

workforce development councils) to improve the outcomes of the education system as a whole, 

including the transition of learners into employment. 

In giving effect to clause 4, Te Pūkenga must ensure that— 

• students and employers can transition seamlessly between delivery sites and educational modes, 

including between workplaces and other forms and places of learning; and 

• programmes of study and qualifications are portable and consistent, yet flexible enough to meet 

local needs; and 

• the academic integrity of the education and training programmes it delivers is protected; and 

• New Zealand’s reputation as a quality study destination for international learners is sustained; and 

• the range of education and training options available to learners and employers is appropriately 

broad and current; and 

• future skill needs are anticipated and quickly responded to; and 

• teaching and learning are supported by research, evidence, and best practice; and 

• learning pathways provide learners with a range of opportunities to progress to higher levels of 

education and training, and also into employment; and 

• the needs of adult and second-chance learners are afforded high priority. 
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Appendix B: Key Milestones 
The following key milestones highlight the process of transition. 

Date Key Milestone 

April 2020 

 

 

Te Pūkenga was established. First Council meeting held during Covid-19 

lockdown. 

As required by the transition provisions for the Education and Training Act 2020, 

all polytechnics became subsidiary companies of Te Pūkenga. Company 

constitutions were put in place and boards of directors were appointed. The new 

boards were inducted during Covid-19 lockdown. 

First Chief Executive appointed, commencing work on 6 July 2020. 

May 2020 Te Poari Akoranga, the Academic Board, was established. 

November 2020 

 

Te Pae Tawhiti: Te Tiriti o Waitangi Excellence Framework launched. 

Fixed term Leadership Team appointed and in place. 

Quarter one 2021 The Council, inaugural CEO and fixed-term leadership team meet face to face for 

the first time since Te Pūkenga was created in April 2020. 

Negotiations in relation to Transitional Industry Training Organisations (TITOs) 

transition agreements with Te Pūkenga commenced. TEC was the approving body 

for the transition arrangements for each TITO. 

April 2021 Te Pūkenga entered into a Health and Disability Services Agreement with Te 

Whatu Ora on Tertiary Student Wellbeing (Primary Mental Health and Addiction) 

Services. 

20 April 2021 Te Pūkenga Work Based Learning (WBL) established, following Ministerial 

approval, as a subsidiary for all TITOs transitioning their arranging training 

functions to Te Pūkenga.  

2 August 2021 Competenz first TITO to transition into Te Pūkenga. 

1 September 2021 Connexis transitioned into Te Pūkenga. 

4 October 2021 BCITO transitioned into Te Pūkenga. 

December 2021 Agreed operating model, following extensive consultation, for how we deliver 

education and training for our ākonga. 

1 January 2022 MITO transitioned into Te Pūkenga. 

February 2022 International Education Strategy approved by Te Pūkenga Council. 

March 2022 ‘Whiria Ngā Rau – ‘progressing from student voice to partnerships’ adopted as 

the formal position on how best to ensure learners are treated as partners in 

their learning and able to take part in decision-making. 

June 2022 Waikato Institute of Technology (Wintec) and Toi Ohomai Institute of Technology 

were the first subsidiaries to become business divisions of Te Pūkenga. 
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Date Key Milestone 

June 2022 

 

Te Pūkenga brand launched overseas, and an international study guide and 

promotion video developed. 

Equity and Ākonga Success Strategy adopted. 

1 July 2022 ServiceIQ transitioned into Te Pūkenga. 

July 2022 First CE departs – Acting CE appointed, followed by a reset of the transition and 

transformation approach. 

1 September 2022 

 

Careerforce transitioned into Te Pūkenga. 

Wellington Institute of Technology (WelTec) and Whitireia Community 

Polytechnic became a business division of Te Pūkenga. 

19 September 2022 NZ Hair and Beauty Industry Training (HITO) transitioned into Te Pūkenga. 

1 October 2022 

 

Primary ITO and a part of Skills Org (EarnLearn) transitioned into Te Pūkenga. 

Unitec New Zealand, Manukau Institute of Technology (MIT), Nelson 

Marlborough Institute of Technology (NMIT), Northland Polytechnic (NorthTec), 

and Tai Poutini Polytechnic became business divisions of Te Pūkenga. 

October 2022 Te Pūkenga leadership structure confirmed. 

1 November 2022 Southern Institute of Technology (SIT), Ara Institute of Canterbury (Ara), Eastern 

Institute of Technology (EIT), Open Polytechnic of New Zealand, Otago 

Polytechnic, Western Institute of Technology at Taranaki (WITT), and Universal 

College of Learning (UCOL) became business divisions of Te Pūkenga. 

November 2022 Te Matarau Whānui, the Ethical Framework for Te Pūkenga, approved. 

8 December 2022 Acting Chief Executive appointed into Chief Executive position. 

December 2022 

 

Te Kawa Maiorooro - the Educational Regulatory Framework for Te Pūkenga, 

approved. 

Quality Management System approved. 

December 2022 – 

March 2023 

Executive Leadership Team (ELT) appointments in place. 

31 December 2022 Disestablishment of WBL and ITPs; transfer of all employees to Te Pūkenga; Te 

Pūkenga priorities reset, including a focus on financial sustainability; 

appointments to executive structure underway and; organisational change 

process underway. 

1 January 2023 Te Pūkenga became a single tertiary education institution (TEI).  

April - June 2023 Regional Executive Directors for the four Rohe appointed to oversee regional 

delivery including our relationship with Regional Skills Leadership Groups 

(RSLGs); eight National Ako Network Directors appointed to manage 

relationships supporting delivery of vocational and on-the job training in their 
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Date Key Milestone 

domain2; national structures confirmed for three enabling functions: Digital, 

Finance and Property, and People, Culture and Wellbeing. 

June 2023 

 

Consultation with kaimahi on the five remaining business divisions (Academic 

Centre and Learning Systems, Ako Delivery, Learner and Employer Engagement 

and Attraction, Tiriti Outcomes, and Office of the Chief Executive). 

2022 Te Pūkenga Pastoral Care Code of Practice self-review report published 

marking implementation of the new Code. 

31 July 2023 First version of the new Transformation Roadmap and the Financial Strategy 

presented to the Minister of Education and TEC. 

13 September 2023 Vendor for new single Financial Management Information System (FMIS) 

identified and implementation contract signed. 

20 September 2023 Organisational structure consultation outcome announced following analysis of 

over 8,000 pieces of feedback with significant changes made to ensure we meet 

the objectives of Te Pūkenga. Structure decisions welcomed by staff and unions. 

September 2023 Te Pae Ora, a digital wellbeing hub for ākonga went live. 

October 2023 100 separate library subscriptions representing 1000s of individual items 

incorporated into 11 separate contracts, resulting in increased equitable access 

to ākonga across the network as well as cost savings.  

 

  

 
2
 A group of similar or related programmes and products.  
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Collectively, the ITPs were underperforming when they were brought into Te Pūkenga network in April 2020, 

as the first Covid-19 lockdown started. In contrast, the ITOs were in a much better financial situation. 

However, it is not possible to build the same long-term trend analysis for the ITO sector prior to its 

integration because as non-Crown entities, they were not subject to the same level of scrutiny and reporting 

that ITPs experienced. There is no equivalent to the Tribal benchmarking across former ITOs. What is clear is 

that over the period 2013 to 2022, the number of learners - measured as Standing Teaching Measures 

(STMs), increased from 36,405 to 51,377. 

In the absence of meaningful competition for arranging training, the ITOs were financially sound. In most 

years they generated operating surpluses sufficient to support the development of new qualifications. The 

profitability of arranging training increased significantly with the introduction of TTAF and Apprenticeship 

Boost. This was further reinforced by the introduction of the UFS. However, with the softening in the 

economy, the end of TTAF and uncertainty over the continuation of Apprenticeship Boost, the number of 

learners engaged in work-based learning has softened through 2023. From 2024 the arranging training 

function is also subject to competition from other providers as there has been significant investment in 

building the capability and capacity of some PTEs to compete with Te Pūkenga. 

 

Appendix D: Financial Strategy (attached) 

Appendix E: Financial Plan (attached) 

Appendix F: Transformation Roadmap (attached) 
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Confidential and Commercially Sensitive – Not for Distribution

Te Pūkenga Financial Plan - July 2023 Page 1 

Te Pūkenga Financial Plan – Q3 2023 

Overview 

The Financial Plan Q3 2023 prioritises activities and outlines the actions that will be undertaken in 
the short term (12-24 months) with realistic targets for success. This Financial Plan, as an appendix 
to the Financial Strategy, is intended to provide the detail on ‘how’ and ‘when’ the aspirations will 
be achieved, measured and managed. 

Ultimate success is measured by Te Pūkenga returning to an operating surplus in the medium term 
and achieving a low-risk position for financial sustainability. A key enabler to the success of the 
Financial Plan and Finance Strategy is the implementation of the integrated FMIS by Q3 2024 which 
will provide more accurate and timely information for monitoring and decision making. 

Approach and Review 

The Financial Plan Q3 2023 has been developed to sit alongside the Transformation Roadmap. It is 
the initial plan of actions intended to show how the Financial Strategy will be implemented. The 
ability to deliver the elements of the Financial Plan Q3 2023 is closely linked to the execution of the 
Transformation Roadmap. The primary audience for the Financial Plan is Te Pūkenga Council. 

Like the Transformation Roadmap Q3 2023, the Financial Plan will need to be further developed and 
revised over time. We expect to report progress against the Financial Plan monthly and to revise it 
quarterly in response to progress with both the Financial Plan and Transformation initiatives, market 
conditions, any policy or funding changes. 

The first update of the Financial Plan will be a Q4 2023 update that will reflect progress against 
forecast for 2023 and the first refinement of the Transformation Roadmap.     

Underlying Short-Term Assumptions in Financial Forecasts 

9(2)(b)(ii)
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KPIs 
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Overview of Transformation Roadmap Q3 2023

Purpose

The purpose of the Transformation Roadmap Q3 2023 is to set out the programme of work and the key steps that are required to 

move from our current state to a steady future state where Te Pūkenga:

• is one organisation, centred on inclusivity and equity for all learners, with Te Tiriti o Waitangi partnerships guiding the decision-

making process, with a clear and strong culture, with one ecosystem of systems and tools,

• has designed a new mix of provision and new modes of delivery that responds to the intent of the RoVE reforms and is 

responsive to the needs to ākonga and employers,

• has brought together, and realigned its workforce and the way in which kaimahi work to support the new mix of provision and 

new modes of delivery, 

• has the capability, capacity and financial security to continue to evolve, transform and change in order to best serve ākonga, 

employers and the government of the day.

This activity is guided by the goal statement:

Ka whai huarahi whakahirahira te katoa o ngā ākonga me ngā pūkenga e tika ana, ngā tohu e tika ana, ka rapa te whai, ā, 

ka iti iho te noho nama | All learners into great mahi, with the right skills and qualifications, faster, and with less debt.

2
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Overview of Transformation Roadmap Q3 2023

Approach

The Transformation Roadmap Q3 2023 is the first version of the Roadmap. It is high level and marks the transition from the MVP 

oriented transition plan into the full multi-year transformation programme. 

The elements of the Roadmap comprise a portfolio of initiatives that include:

• Major programmes that will be managed as Transformational and/or Financial Plan initiatives and overseen by the ELT via the 

EPMO. Some of these are so large they have their own PMO ensuring that detailed planning and execution is in place.

• Programmes that are significant for Transformation and/or Financial Plan initiatives, but which will be managed as BAU 

initiatives reported through the EPMO to ensure that interdependencies and milestones are met.

• Activities that are important for transformation and/or the Financial Plan but are managed as BAU and for which Deputy Chief 

Executives will have specific KPIs for each year.

The current version of the Roadmap sets out the portfolio of activity that is required for transformation. Some parts of the current 

version are already in flight. Others are in the development and scoping phase. This version of the Roadmap will need to further

evolve quite quickly. Several of the projects still need to be fully scoped, resourced and planned in detail. Other key elements still 

need to be fully aligned. Most significantly, the Digital workstreams need to be further reworked to ensure that the timing 

interdependencies and sequencing fits with the other transformation initiatives. 

4
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Overview of Transformation Roadmap Q3 2023

Presentation

The Transformation Roadmap Q3 2023 is presented as a summary Gantt chart. This demonstrates:

The elements of the Roadmap comprise a portfolio of initiatives that include:

• the breadth of the portfolio and the scope of the programmes that are required

• the high-level interdependencies between the elements of the portfolio

• the timetable for transformation.

Future versions will be reported as both Portfolio and Project summaries, as well as in Gantt chart form. Progress will be tracked 

both in individual programmes and projects and through the interdependencies between them. The presentation of the Roadmap 

will evolve and change as the EPMO matures and through feedback.

5
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Overview of Transformation Roadmap Q3 2023

Governance and Oversight

The Council of Te Pūkenga will oversee the delivery of the Roadmap through the Finance and Capital Investment Committee with 

escalation of issues to Council as necessary. This will be done through a cycle of reqular monthly reporting on progress, issues and 

risks. The Council will also undertake quarterly reviews of the Roadmap and progress with transformation.

Leadership and Direction

The Chief Executive is responsible for the leadership and direction of the portfolio of work that is reflected in the Roadmap. The 

portfolio will be coordinated through the Te Pūkenga EPMO. Te Pūkenga ELT will act as the programme board for the Roadmap, 

respolving resourcing issues, ensuring integration, managing risks and ensuring delivery. Each of the programmes in the Roadmap 

has its own sponsor(s) and some are large enough to have their own PMO (i.e. Property and Digital).

The EPMO will engage with the Digital Governance Committee as necessary to ensure alignment and that their advice and 

assurance is passed on to the Council and the Chief Executive and ELT.

The initiatives that are part of the Financial Plan will be managed and overseen using the same framework as the Transformation 

Roadmap. This is essential to ensure that we operate an integrated programme and to reduce duplication in both oversight and 

delivery.  

6
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Expected Refinements for Transformation Roadmap Q4 2023

The Q3 2023 Roadmap is the starting point for the journey. It will be reviewed in each quarter to ensure that it reflects the current 

and best view of the work that is required.

The Q4 version will be refined to:

• Complete the scope of the Big Rock programmes and further refine the detailed programme of work in each element.

• Complete and confirm the alginment of the digital programme with both the other elements of the Roadmap and the proposed 

cashflow from the concessionary loan.

• Adjust the Roadmap to reflect the timing, impact and agreed transition pathway to implement decisions on the current round 

of consulation with staff.

• First version of reshaped Transformation Roadmap risk register and risk assessment.

• Changes to reflect initial approach to the budget for 2024.

• Adjustments to reflect decisions with respect to LMS and other systems / delivery partners and the confirmed ability to deliver 

– along with interdependencies. 

It is expected that the Q4 2023 version of the Roadmap will be the basis of the next Gateway Review.

7
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Communications

In time the Transformation Roadmap will be an essential communications tool with our kaimahi, with partners and with 

stakeholders. Some elements of the Roadmap have already been shared with kaimahi at a broad high level. However, the Q3 2023 

version is the starting point for the journey and will be quickly refined to become the Q4 2023 version. Accordingly, it is not 

proposed that the detailed Roadmap will be shared with all staff. Rather it is intended that a very high-level summary of the 

Roadmap will be used in kaimahi and public communications. 

The full version will remain confidential.
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